
 

 

 

 

 Cratlieve Ulster Championship Trial 
 

Cratlieve Mountain, Finnis Road, Finnis. BT31 9TB 
Sat Nav  54°20'3.50"N,  5°59'57.81"W 

Round 11 of the Ulster Championship 

 

Saturday 5th May 2018 Start: 11.00   Permit: 023/18 

 

Clerk of Course: B. Singleton 
Club Stewards: C. Grieve R Nixon 

Child Protection Officer: R Nixon 

 
To be held under The M C U I General Competition Rules, Ulster Championship Rules, The Standing Regulation for 

Trials and these: 

SUPPLEMENTARY REGULATIONS: 
1. The trial is open to the following grades: Expert Elite, Expert, Semi-Expert, Clubman, Sportsman, Twin Shock 
and Youth Grades A, B, C (big course) Youth C, D & E (small course) 
2. The trial will be over a number of laps on Private Ground, each lap having a number of observed sections, and all 
sections must be attempted in the correct order. These sections will be indicated by START markers at the start and 
END markers at the Finish of the section. In-between markers will be colour gates. Your gates are the same colour as 
your bib or number board. 
3. Youth C D E small course. A separate course of suitable sections will be provided for Youth C D & E.  
4. Safety helmets must be worn as per M.C.U.I (UC) LTD regulations. 
5. If the rider has the assistance of a Minder the minder must sign on. The minder must wear the same protective 
clothing as competitor at all times. The minder is not allowed to ride the sections. 
6. Photographs may be taken and displayed on the internet or newspaper. 
7. All competitors must wear their grade Identity Bibs or boards, failure to comply, no championship points or awards. 
8 Safeguarding Policy the Lisburn & District Motor Cycle Club acknowledges the duty of care to safeguard and promote 
the welfare of children and is committed to ensuring safeguarding practice reflects statutory responsibilities, government 
guidance and complies with best practice and the requirements laid out by Sport NI and the NSPCC Child Protection in 
Sport Unit. 
9. One Day Licence, anyone without a licence can buy a one day licence on the day. 
10. Offensive behavior towards officials and observers will not be tolerated. 
 

Cash awards for adult grades.  Trophies for youth grades. 

Entry Fees - Adult: £20/€25   Youth: £10/€15   Minders: £5/€5 

 

Entries will be accepted on the day or send to the Competition Secretary: 
Roger Singleton 

33 Woodbrook Green 
Lisburn 

BT28 2ZJ 
Tel: 0788 9429119 

rogergasgas@gmail.com 
 

or enter online https://ldmcc.co.uk/online-entry-form/  
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